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third of the makers in Gloucestershire, Somersetshire and
Wiltshire, wrote John Haynes in 1706, " never served an
apprenticeship to a clothier ". Many were " ignorant of
the true method and mistery of sorting the wool, spooling,
or warping the chain for the weaver, nulling, and rowing or
shearing the cloth when milled, or the dyeing, racking or
pressing of it" x. The Yorkshire working clothier was a
practised weaver, but the West Country clothier confessed
on occasion that he could neither put a chain on the loom
nor weave the cloth2: he was in a word an employer, not a
manual worker.
Nor was the West Country clothier a manufacturer in Functions
the modern usage of the term. The modern cloth maim-
facturer is first and foremost an industrial capitalist. He
does not merely organize industry in the sense of co-
ordinating the various processes : he carries on the industry
under his own roof and makes it his function to study and
perfect in detail the whole business of manufacturing. The
clothier was a trading rather than an industrial capitalist.
He was primarily concerned with buying and selling—he
bought the raw material and he sold the finished product;
the actual details of the manufacture were left to the
spinners, weavers and cloth-finishers. When Kay invented
the fly shuttle, the weavers were not compelled by their
employers to adopt it; they were left free to use it or not
as they thought fit. The clothier did not go round their
homes and see how the work was being done ; he examined
the work only when it was brought back 8. And yet it is
misleading to term the clothier a merchant or middleman,
for this obscures the importance of his function as an
employer of the various classes of artisans engaged in the
industry. In short it is unsafe to use modern terminology
in an exposition of the old domestic system: we must be
content to set its main features in a clear light, without
attempting doubtful analogies with later developments.
1 A View of the Present State of the Clothing Trade in England, 83.
Similarly: The Interest of England , , . considered in a Dialogue between Sit
T. Flourishing, a Merchant, and T. Castdown, a Clothier (1701), 24; Parlia-
mentary Papers (1802-3), v. 246.
* Parliamentary Papers (1802-3), vii. 261, 281.	8 Ibid. 7.

